The general theory of nuclear spin relaxation, based on the Boltzmann transport equation for the density matrix, is applied to the very simple, nontrivial system of two identical spins I =~. A proton pair undergoing hindered rotation around one axis shows a resolvable doublet. The relaxation processes in this doublet are investigated. Explicit formulas for the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times are derived, which display a dependence on the angles of the axis of rotation with the external magnetic Geld and the radius vector. Experimental evidence for this dependence is discussed. General expressions for the Overhauser and saturation e6'ects with two applied radio-frequency Gelds are given, which may also be applied to a magnetic ion or nucleus with I = 1 and crystalline Geld splitting.
I. INTRODUCTION ' JAKE' has shown that a static pair of protons gives rise to a resonance doublet. Gutowski and Pake' extended the theory to the case of a proton pair rotating rapidly about an arbitrary axis. Again a doublet results, but with a different splitting. The theory for a static or rotating proton triangle was developed by Andrew and Bersohn. 3 Numerous experimental investigations of the magnetic resonance of proton pairs, triangles, and tetrahedra have subsequently been made. 4 The spin-lattice relaxation in these structures has, however, received little attention. Solomon' ' has discussed the relaxation for a pair of nonidentical spins which undergo completely random motions and have no resolved fine structure. In this paper the relaxation effects in a doublet are discussed, when motion around only one axis is present. Two identical spins I=-, ', with dipolar interaction and a restricted motion, constitute perhaps the simplest nontrivial system, to which the general theories of nuclear spin dynamics may be applied. These have recently been formulated by various authors,~' and are based on the Boltzmann transport equation for the density matrix, introduced by Bloch. " We shall follow a particularly concise formulation due to Redfield. ' This exercise in the application of the general theory will show that the experimental study of relaxation of proton pairs, and other groups of nuclear spins, may give additional information on the structure and internal motion in solids.
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One obtains the result of Gutowski and Pake':
Redfield' shows that application of second-order perturbation theory with the random time-dependent part leads to the following equation for the density matrix:
Only secular perturbations will be retained. The secular elements of the relaxation matrix, which satisfy the condition
The correlation function is essentially zero for r«r" e correlation time. Redfield has shown that for short are time-indePendent constants, given by correlation times -that is, for
where E -Ep represents the diGerence between any pair of energy levels of the time-independent
Hamiltonian, the equation of motion can be written in the operator form
. (12) "E. P. Wigner, Gruppentheorie (E. Vieweg, Braunschweig, 1931) , Chap. 15.
provided the correlation time satisfies the condition R pp r,«1.
If R pp r. 1, a transition fr'om time-dependent to time-independent character of the perturbation takes place. This case, which has been discussed extensively in the literature, ' will not be pursued here. "A. Zahlen (17) for that case.
Here the general theory will be applied to a proton pair. Assume first that the proton pair gives rise to a well-resolved doublet. This is the experimental criterion that the condition of secularity (16) 
K~q= --', y'ttt'rip 'X) q, (') (Opf p, p)P, (') (8').
The P, (q)(t)') functions are given by Eqs. (8), if the exponential factor depending on ttt' is omitted. Substitution of (24) and (25) into (17) and subsequently into (15), ignoring nonsecular terms with E E E-(t+E-tt &0, leads to the following set of relaxation equations:
and the nonvanishing spectral densities are k"(&p) = r/(1+to'r').
wp --(pP) Py4N'iq 'r { 2 simp cosQp sin'8' cos'0' +8 simp sin'8'), (29) (41) The very good approximation has been made that
The Overhauser effect depends on the orientation fp through Eqs. (25) to (26c) and subtract the sum of these terms from the right-hand side of (26b). Solution of the set of steadystate equations leads, by elimination of the off-diagonal elements, to state Maser. " In general, transitions between the + and -level 'could also occur. They can readily be incorporated in the analysis.
The treatment presented here has to be modified if one of the radio-frequency fields becomes larger than the intrinsic line width, yII~&T2 . A rigorous discussion has been given for the case than one radiofrequency Geld is very large, while the other is relatively weak. Transform to a rotating coordinate system to eliminate the explicit time dependence of the strong field. Red6eld" has discussed the transformation of the dipolar interaction and relaxation terms in the rotating system. The magnetic resonance response to the weak field is split into components. Their spacing and relative amplitudes depend on the value of the effective field in the rotating system. ' ' For dipolar pairs in a solid lattice, an integration over a distribution of local fields must be carried out. The individual components
will not be resolved. The smoothed-out absorption will follow at least qualitatively the equations derived in this section, unless the condition (36) is violated and the saturating Geld spans both lines.
IV. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
The ideal situation of an isolated spin pair with hindered rotation cannot be found in actual solids. There will be interaction with neighboring pairs or other dipole moments in the crystalline lattice. This interaction can cause transitions between the singlet and the triplet states and its rigorous inclusion into the theory would be quite cumbersome. Its inQuence is most prominent, however, on the observed line width, since it produces a wide distribution of resonant frequencies.
The observation of T2 calculated above is only possible if the effect of the static fields from neighboring pairs is eliminated. This can be done in principle by applying a radio-frequency 6eld which is strong enough to produce complete saturation of an individual component, but does not span both components of the pair of resonance lines simultaneously. One moves into the center of resonance of one component in an adiabatic rapid passage variation of the external magnetic 6eld and then stops, while leaving the radiofrequency 6eld on. The magnetization will then decay to zero with a characteristic time T2. Its signal may be picked up, for example, in a second crossed coil. The presence of the focusing radio-frequency field prevents loss of phase memory due to a distribution in static local fields. If the external magnetic 6eld is modulated with a frequency co = T~-' in the presence of a strong radio-frequency field, ' the phase shift of "N. Bloembergen, Phys. Rev. 104, 324 (1956) .
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